
Supplementary File 3: Coding and Analysis Process 

 

Example of the Analytical Theme of ‘Communication is Key’ 

 

Below, we describe the analytical process involved in the thematic synthesis, using the 

Analytical Theme 1 (‘Communication is Key’) as an exemplar. 

 

A group of rich, relevant and high quality papers was initially coded line by line.1-13 This 

approach used ‘open coding’ (i.e. it was data-driven - there were no pre-defined codes or 

themes). Two reviewers (RT &CE) undertook this task independently. 

 

The open codes were then reviewed and compared. Where reviewers had identified and 

coded the same issue, a code for that issue was agreed for use in coding subsequent papers. A 

standardised name was identified for the code and a description was produced.  Where 

reviewers had applied slightly different codes to a concept indicating a different interpretation 

of meaning, they discussed it and either agreed a shared code (based on a shared 

understanding of meaning) or created two different codes to reflect two different potential 

meanings.  

 

Example: Straus 20099 

“Lack of interpreters and notably a lack of what was described as ‘‘suitable’’ ones were 

mentioned as a difficulty”. P.183 

 

Reviewer 1(CE) open code – interpretation problems 

Reviewer 2 (RT) open code – lack of interpreters  

 

Initial combined open code 1: Interpretation problems 

Description: Challenges with using interpreters 

 

Initial combined open code 2: Lack of interpreters  

Description: Lack of access to interpreters  

 

As can be seen above, the initial set of open codes were ‘free nodes’. These initial sets of 

codes were regularly examined through team discussion. The codes were then expanded, 

merged or refined. For example, after coding additional papers, it became clear that the initial 

combined open code 1 (‘interpretation problems’) was very broad, so it was decided to code 

more closely to identify what specific aspects of interpretation were considered challenging. 

After re-reading the original papers, two refined codes were created, so that there were a total 

of three codes related to interpretation (all the index papers were re-coded using the refined 

framework). 

 

Open code 1: Unskilled interpreters  

Description: When interpreters are untrained or unable to translate the specific terminology 

around FGM/C  

 

Open code 2: Male interpreters  

Description: Cultural sensitivities and challenges with communication from having a male 

interpreter  

 

Open code 3: Lack of interpreters 



Description: This refers to a lack of access to interpreters or service and reliance on self. 

Health services not offering interpreting services and women have to find their own to 

access care.  

 

As the coding progressed, the texts coded to each node were reviewed by the team and the 

open codes began to be grouped into themes based on similarity in meaning. For example, the 

three open codes above were grouped under one node entitled ‘Interpretation Challenges’. 

 

Theme (Node): Interpretation Challenges  

Description: Ways in which challenges with interpretation affect communication about 

FGM/C  

 

The team met regularly to review the codes/nodes and their descriptions (the codebook) and, 

through discussion, began a process of comparing and refining themes and building a 

thematic framework. For example, the findings from the papers coded under ‘Interpretation 

Challenges’ were compared with findings that had been coded under another theme entitled 

‘Language Barriers’. This process showed that ‘Interpretation Challenges’ were one of 

several consequences of ‘Language Barriers’, all of which affected health professional and 

patient communication. Hence, the theme ‘Interpretation Challenges’ was merged with the 

theme ‘Language Barriers’, to create a new descriptive theme called: ‘Language Barriers and 

Interpretation Challenges’.  

 

Further analysis made clear that whilst ‘Language Barriers and Interpretation Challenges’ 

were an important aspect of communication problems around FGM/C, there were also other 

challenges to communication that had been identified and coded under other descriptive 

themes - around cultural taboos (‘Can’t talk, not asked’) and experiencing culturally 

insensitive questions (‘Cultural In-Sensitivity’). Hence, in the final analysis, the meanings of 

the three descriptive themes, were interpreted into one analytical theme (‘Communication is 

Key’). 
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